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a b s t r a c t

The neural basis of syntax is a matter of substantial debate. In particular, the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG),
or Broca’s area, has been prominently linked to syntactic processing, but the anterior temporal lobe has
been reported to be activated instead of IFG when manipulating the presence of syntactic structure. These
findings are difficult to reconcile because they rely on different laboratory tasks which tap into distinct
computations, and may only indirectly relate to natural sentence processing. Here we assessed neural
correlates of syntactic structure building in natural language comprehension, free from artificial task
demands. Subjects passively listened to Alice in Wonderland during functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing and we correlated brain activity with a word-by-word measure of the amount syntactic structure
analyzed. Syntactic structure building correlated with activity in the left anterior temporal lobe, but there
was no evidence for a correlation between syntactic structure building and activity in inferior frontal
areas. Our results suggest that the anterior temporal lobe computes syntactic structure under natural
conditions.

! 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The combination of words into an infinite number of complex
phrases is a fundamental property of human language. Yet, despite
130 years of neuroscience research of language, the brain basis of
this ability remains hotly debated. Syntactic computation, i.e. the
capacity to build sentence structure, has famously been associated
with the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (Ben-Shachar, Hendler,
Kahn, Ben-Bashat, & Grodzinsky, 2003; Caplan, Chen, & Waters,
2008; Caplan et al., 2002; Dapretto & Bookheimer, 1999; Embick,
Marantz, Miyashita, O’Neil, & Sakai, 2000; Grodzinsky, 2001; Just,
Carpenter, Keller, Eddy, & Thulborn, 1996; Stromswold, Caplan,
Alpert, & Rauch, 1996). However, a growing body of evidence also
suggests a role for the left anterior temporal lobe (aTL) in basic
syntactic computation (Dronkers, Wilkins, Van Valin, Redfern, &
Jaeger, 2004; Friederici, Meyer, & von Cramon, 2000; Humphries,
Binder, Medler, & Liebenthal, 2006; Mazoyer et al., 1993; Rogalsky
& Hickok, 2008; Stowe et al., 1998; Vandenberghe, Nobre, & Price,

2002). Reconciling these divergent findings is vital for understand-
ing the neurobiological mechanisms underlying language, as well
as for developing clinical treatments of language impairment.

Syntactic processing as a whole divides into many sub-compu-
tations, including the combinatory operations that build larger
phrases from smaller ones, as well as the various computations
that serve to establish long-distance dependencies. In this work
we focused on the localization of the basic combinatory operation,
i.e., the process by which words are combined to form larger
phrases, or ‘‘Merge” as it is often called in theoretical linguistics
(Chomsky, 1995). Combining words into phrases is pervasive dur-
ing every-day language comprehension, and we sought to measure
brain activity associated with this computation while minimizing
the influence of artificial experimental factors by having subjects
perform a relatively every-day activity: passively listen to a story.

Traditional models of the brain basis of syntax, derived from
deficit-lesion studies, have long associated the IFG with the pro-
cessing of certain types of syntactically complex sentences (Zurif,
1995), yet the specific linguistic functions performed by the IFG re-
main a matter of significant debate (see e.g. Caplan et al., 2007;
Grodzinsky, 2001 and associated commentaries). A series of
neuroimaging studies has built on the deficit/lesion literature by
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manipulating the syntactic complexity of sentences that have a
similar semantic interpretation. For example, Stromswold et al.
(1996) used positron emission tomography (PET) to compare the
processing of simple right-branching bi-clausal sentences (the child
spilled the juice that __ stained the rug) with more complex center-
embedded sentences (the juice that the child spilled __ stained the
rug) and reported increased activity in Broca’s area for complex
sentences. Recent research extending this work has found that Bro-
ca’s area is consistently activated by various kinds of sentences
involving long-distance dependencies (Ben-Shachar, Palti, & Grod-
zinsky, 2004; Ben-Shachar et al., 2003). These manipulations are
confounded by different demands on working memory (Chen,
West, Waters, & Caplan, 2006; Stowe et al., 1998), but there is also
evidence that when working memory is independently manipu-
lated, parts of Broca’s area appear to be sensitive to language-spe-
cific, but not non-linguistic, working memory demands (Santi &
Grodzinsky, 2007a, 2007b). These studies suggest an important
role for Broca’s area in syntactic processing of complex sentences,
but they do not provide straightforward evidence for its involve-
ment in the combinatory process that builds syntactic structure,
henceforth ‘‘syntactic structure building.”

Studies that manipulate the attention of the participant,
whether by varying the experimental task or the stimuli, have also
been used to support a link between Broca’s area and aspects of
syntactic processing. Embick, Marantz, Miyashita, O’Neil, and Sakai
(2000), for example, had subjects read sentences with either gram-
mar or spelling mistakes and asked them to indicate how many er-
rors they observed. In another study, Dapretto and Bookheimer
(1999) asked participants to make semantic same/different judg-
ments on sentence pairs which differed in surface characteristics
that were either ‘‘syntactic” (e.g. active versus passive) or ‘‘seman-
tic” (e.g. synonyms such as lawyer and attorney). Both of these
studies reported increased activity in Broca’s area for the ‘‘syntac-
tic” task. However, it is unclear to what extent these meta-linguis-
tic attention manipulations tap into the computations that are
engaged during natural syntactic processing, limiting the ability
of these results to definitively answer questions about syntactic
structure building. In sum, while there is a range of evidence link-
ing the processing of syntactically complex structures with Broca’s
area, it remains open whether this part of the cortex participates in
syntactic structure building.

Several studies suggest that aTL is activated instead of IFG
when syntactic structure is manipulated. These studies have
primarily employed a sentence versus word list protocol in
which subjects were shown either word lists that lacked a syn-
tactic structure or coherent syntactically well-formed sentences
constructed from the same or similar words as in the lists
(Mazoyer et al., 1993). These conditions are likely to require
an equivalent degree of lexical processing, but only the sen-
tences are assumed to engender processing associated with
composing words together. In this manipulation, sentences have
systematically elicited more aTL activity than word lists, a find-
ing that has been replicated with both visual (Stowe et al.,
1998; Vandenberghe et al., 2002) and auditory stimuli (Frieder-
ici et al., 2000; Humphries et al., 2006; Rogalsky & Hickok,
2008). These studies provide evidence linking the anterior tem-
poral lobe with sentence processing, leading to the hypothesis
that the aTL is involved in syntactic structure building (Frieder-
ici & von Cramon, 2001; Grodzinsky & Friederici, 2006). Sen-
tences and word lists, however, differ in many ways that are
unrelated to the presence or absence of syntactic structure,
making it difficult to definitively conclude from these studies
that the aTL is involved in building syntactic structure. Further-
more, reconciling these findings with those that implicate Bro-
ca’s area is particularly difficult because each literature relies
on different experimental tasks.

We sought to investigate the localization of syntactic structure
building under relatively naturalistic conditions, without the po-
tential confound of artificial experimental task demands. We
examined brain activity while participants listened to a story,
adapting and developing a technique used to study visual process-
ing during naturalistic viewing conditions. This approach has pre-
viously been applied while subjects watch a popular movie (Bartels
& Zeki, 2004; Hasson, Malach, & Heeger, 2009; Hasson, Nir, Levy,
Fuhrmann, & Malach, 2004; Mukamel et al., 2005; Nir et al.,
2007; Wilson, Molnar-Szakacs, & Iacoboni, 2008). While some of
these naturalistic studies have investigated what cortical regions
are relevant for language processing (Bartels & Zeki, 2004; Wilson
et al., 2008), they have not aimed to disentangle the different oper-
ations that contribute to comprehension.

To investigate syntactic structure building under naturalistic
conditions, we had subjects listen to a story, Alice in Wonderland,
while brain activity was recorded using functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI). We used a word-by-word measure of syn-
tactic structure to estimate the number of structure building
operations computed at each word. This was contrasted with a
measure that tracked the difficulty of accessing each word from
the mental lexicon. These measures were correlated with hemody-
namic activity to assess how structure building and lexical access
affect brain activity while listening to a story.

We estimated word-by-word syntactic structure building by
counting the number of syntactic nodes used to integrate each
word into the phrase structure (Frazier, 1985; Hawkins, 1994;
Miller & Chomsky, 1963). This metric was chosen because it
transparently relates to the process of syntactic structure building
that we were targeting. Our metric resembles Yngve (1960)
hypothesis that associates the depth of syntactic embedding with
processing load. Unlike Yngve’s hypothesis, however, which fo-
cused on the processing demands made by holding unfinished
constituents in working memory, our focus was on processing
associated with structure building. Thus, our metric is designed
to track the amount of structure that has to be postulated at each
word. Our approach builds on Frazier (1985) who argues that ‘‘the
‘work’ involved in the syntactic processing of unambiguous sen-
tences is to be identified with the postulation of non-terminal
nodes” (p. 168).

A number of theorists have linked syntactic node count with
syntactic complexity, or the difficulty of determining the syntactic
structure for a particular string (Frazier, 1985; Hawkins, 1994;
Miller & Chomsky, 1963). Hawkins (1994, ch. 4) reviews a large
body of cross-linguistic corpus-based evidence showing a system-
atic preference for constructions which minimize the number of
syntactic nodes per constituent, independent of the number of
words. In addition, the number of syntactic nodes correlates with
processing difficulty associated with relative clauses built on dif-
ferent types of noun phrases (see Hale, 2006: 663–664).

Syntactic node count, however, is only one of many factors that
have been implicated in parsing difficulty. Other factors include ef-
fort associated with holding and accessing representations in
working memory (e.g., Gibson, 1998, 2000; Vasishth & Lewis,
2006) and the relative likelihood of applying a syntactic rule given
the context (Hale, 2006; Levy, 2008). There is significant disagree-
ment as to the relative importance of these factors in behavioral
measurements of parsing difficulty, and we remain uncommitted
as to the identity and weighting of these factors. Our interest is
not in assessing brain activity associated with processing difficulty.
Rather, this study is focused on localizing the neural basis of a spe-
cific computation: syntactic structure building. We do not assume
that the amount of syntactic structure in a natural context should
necessarily affect processing difficulty as measured by behavioral
methods. We do, however, expect that more applications of the
structure building computation should be associated with
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increased neurovascular activity in a region associated with this
computation.

Effort associated with lexical access was estimated using word
frequency. This variable robustly modulates the ease of lexical ac-
cess (Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004) and
has been previously studied with neuroimaging methods (Carre-
iras, Mechelli, & Price, 2006; Fiebach, Friederici, Muller, & von Cra-
mon, 2002; Fiez, Balota, Raichle, & Petersen, 1999; Kuo et al., 2003;
Prabhakaran, Blumstein, Myers, Hutchison, & Britton, 2006).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Nine healthy subjects (3 women), ages 22–34, participated in
the experiment. All subjects were right-handed fluent English
speakers with normal audition, and all provided written informed
consent. Procedures complied with the safety guidelines for MRI
research and were approved by the University Committee on
Activities Involving Human Subjects at New York University.

2.2. Materials

Subjects listened to a 30-min portion of the story Alice’s Adven-
tures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll (recording of the book on
compact disc, ‘Brilliance Audio’, Grand Haven, MI, 1995, starting
at track 06, see Supplementary Materials For Full Text). The story
was read by a male speaker of British English. After the experi-
ment, subjects filled out a multiple-choice questionnaire concern-
ing the details of the story to verify comprehension and attention
(see Supplemental materials).

2.2.1. Sound-wave power
As a preliminary to our linguistic analysis, we first identified re-

gions involved in processing low-level aspects of the auditory
stimulus. We extracted the absolute value of the sound power
for an 18 min audio segment which was not used in our linguistic
analysis. We then convolved the sound power with a canonical
hemodynamic response function (Boynton, Engel, Glover, & Hee-
ger, 1996), and sub-sampled the sound power to .5 hz, to match
the sampling rate of our fMRI measurements, creating a vector
which modeled the hemodynamic response to changes in sound
power.

2.2.2. Linguistic predictors
To identify brain activity associated with the linguistic compu-

tations of interest, a 12-min segment of the auditory story was
annotated for two linguistic variables, syntactic node count and
lexical frequency (Figs. 1 and 2). Word boundaries in the 12 min
auditory segment were manually identified.

To identify brain activity associated with word-by-word syntac-
tic structure building, we counted the number of syntactic nodes
used to integrate that word into the phrase structure for each sen-
tence. In the terminology of phrase-structure trees, each lexical
item forms a terminal node, and every node that dominates one
or more lexical items is a non-terminal node. For each non-termi-
nal node in the phrase-structures in our story, we identified the
right-most terminal dominated by that node. We then counted,
for each word, the number of nodes for which it was the right-most
terminal. To be more precise, let phrase a be a set of terminals and
non-terminals dominated by a node b. Moving incrementally
across a string, the phrase a is open if we have encountered the
left-most terminal dominated by b but not the right-most terminal.
The phrase a is closed if we have encountered the right-most termi-
nal dominated by b. We counted the number of phrases that be-

came closed at each word. Note that this is equivalent to
counting the number of right brackets in a phrase-marker that is
described in bracket-notation.

Syntactic structure was determined using an automated parser
(Bikel, 2002), which had been trained on a corpus of text from the
Wall Street Journal for which syntactic phrase-structure informa-
tion was marked in accordance with the Treebank 2 scheme (Mar-
cus et al., 1994). The syntactic parse for the story segment was
manually reviewed for correctness and then each word was anno-
tated with the number of syntactic phrases which were closed at
the presentation of that word. An example syntactic tree from
the story, along with the node counts, is given in Fig. 1.

To assess activity associated with lexical access, the second var-
iable of interest, we determined the log surface frequency of all
open-class words. Frequency counts were based on the HAL writ-
ten-language corpus of approximately 131 million words, made
available through the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007)
We excluded closed-class function words from the lexical fre-
quency measurements. Behavioral research has generally found
no effect of frequency for the kinds of closed-class items used in
this story, a finding typically taken to indicate qualitatively differ-
ent processing and representation for closed vs. open-class words
(Bradley, 1983; Segalowitz & Lane, 2000). Because our current
aim was not to address the closed vs. open-class distinction, we
only entered the frequencies of the open-class items into the anal-
ysis, treating closed-class words as equivalent to silence.

Annotating the 12-min segment with values for node count
(NodeCnt) and log lexical frequency (LexFreq) lead to a vector of
values for each factor matched to the temporal presentation of
each word in the story at the millisecond level (Fig. 2A and B). A
third vector was also created which simply identified the end-
point of each word, where a value of 1 indicated the endpoint of
a word, and a value of 0 was placed at all other time points. This
factor tracked the rate at which words were presented in the story
(Rate) and provided a global measure of any stimulus-locked
hemodynamic activity. Assuming that linguistic processing at all
levels of representation is at least partially dependent on the rate
of linguistic input, Rate provided a means to capture activity rang-
ing from low-level auditory processes through to semantic
integration.

Each of these vectors was then convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function (Boynton et al., 1996) and sub-
sampled at .5 hz to match the temporal resolution of the fMRI data
(Fig. 2C). Convolution introduced a high degree of correlation be-
tween Rate and the two linguistic predictors, NodeCnt and LexFreq
(r = 0.63 and r = 0.47, respectively). Such correlation must be taken

Fig. 1. A sentence fragment from the story. The numbers indicate the NodeCnt
measure associated with each word. NodeCnt provided an estimate of the amount
of structure built word-by-word (see Section 2). Node labels follow the conventions
of the Treebank 2 scheme (Marcus et al., 1994).
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into account when trying to distinguish neural activity associated
with individual linguistic operations from other processes tied to
the rate of word presentation.

Accordingly, the two linguistic predictors were orthogonalized
against the Rate predictor. This orthogonalization step created
two predictors which modeled brain activity associated with syn-
tactic structure building and lexical access that could not be ex-
plained by the time-course of linguistic input (Rate). Importantly,
the two orthogonalized predictors were not only uncorrelated with
Rate but they were also only weakly anti-correlated with each
other (r = !0.20). In concert with Rate, the orthogonalized NodeCnt
and LexFreq predictors provided the tools to disentangle the inde-
pendent effects of syntactic structure building and lexical access on
brain activity that was time-locked to the presentation of the story.

2.3. Experimental protocol

Subjects listened to the 30-min story segment once as well as a
repeated presentation of the first 12 min of the same segment
(starting at track 06, lasting 11 min, 35 s), which corresponded to
the portion of the story that had been annotated with the linguistic
metrics. The story segment was padded with 24 s of silence at the
beginning and end. Stimuli were presented using Quicktime soft-
ware (Apple, California) and were delivered to the subjects using
commercial, MRI-compatible, high-fidelity headphones (Confon

HP-SI01 by MR Confon, Magdeburg, Germany). Volume was set
independently for each subject to ensure comfort while allowing
for maximum stimulation. Subjects were instructed to listen
attentively.

2.3.1. MRI acquisition
Functional magnetic resonance imaging at 3T (Allegra, Siemens,

Erlangen) was used to measure blood-oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) changes in cortical activity. During each fMRI scan, a time
series of volumes was acquired using a T2*-weighted echo planar
imaging (EPI) pulse sequence and a standard head coil (repetition
time, 2000 ms; echo time, 30 ms; flip angle, 80"; 32 slices;
3 " 3 " 4 mm voxels; field of view, 192 mm). In addition, T1-
weighted high-resolution (1 " 1 " 1 mm) anatomical images were
acquired with a magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient
echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence for each subject to allow accurate
co-registration with the functional data as well as segmentation
and three-dimensional reconstruction of the cortical surface.

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. MRI pre-processing
The fMRI data were analyzed with the BrainVoyager software

package (Brain Innovation, Masstricht, Netherlands) and with
additional software written with Matlab (MathWorks Inc. Natick,

Fig. 2. Illustration of how predictors were generated. (A) A 15-s epoch of the sound signal illustrating how word boundaries were identified and annotated with lexical
frequency and node count information. (B) We assigned a node count and lexical frequency value (shown) to each time point when a word was presented during the time
course of the 12 min story segment. (C) We convolved each predictor (e.g. lexical frequency, shown) with a function describing the estimated hemodynamic response
(Boynton et al., 1996) and re-sampled at .5 hz to match the characteristics of the recorded fMRI data. Note the lexical frequency time course in panel B includes low frequency
components evident as fluctuations in panel C. NodeCnt, number of syntactic nodes; LexFreq, lexical frequency.
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MA). Anatomical scans were transformed to Talairach space
(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). Functional scans were subjected to
within-session 3D-motion correction, linear trend removal, and
were registered with each subject’s anatomical scan. Low frequen-
cies below 0.006 Hz were also removed by high-pass filtering and
scans were spatially smoothed by a Gaussian filter of 6 mm full
width at half maximum (FWHM) to facilitate statistical analysis
across subjects. We cropped the first 17 and last 20 time points
of each scan, which corresponded to the initial and final silence
periods and to the delayed hemodynamic responses to stimulus
onset and offset. The data from the 30-min runs were divided into
two segments, a 12-min portion for which the story had been
tagged, and the remaining 18-min segment. Finally, to improve
the signal-to-noise, we averaged the 12-min portions across the
two repeated presentations for each subject.

2.4.2. Correlation to sound-wave amplitude
We identified regions associated with processing low-level

properties of the auditory signal (Fig. 3, red). This was done by cor-
relating the measured fMRI time series from every voxel in each
subject with the sound power predictor from the 18-min portion
of the story which was not used in the subsequent linguistic anal-
ysis. We applied the Fisher transformation to the resulting correla-
tion coefficients and performed t-tests on these coefficients to
identify which voxels showed a significant correlation with sound
power, treating subjects as a random effect. Statistical significance
was assessed after adjusting for serial correlation within the resid-
uals (Goebel, 1996).

We corrected for multiple comparisons by establishing a mini-
mum size for clusters of voxels showing a significant effect (For-
man et al., 1995). The cluster-size threshold was determined
using Monte-Carlo simulation by creating 1000 three-dimensional
images containing normally distributed random noise. The simula-
tion was implemented in a software plug-in for the Brainvoyager
QX analysis package. The simulated data were matched to the
dimensions, voxel size, and smoothing parameters (i.e., spatial cor-
relation) of the actual data. The simulated data were used to deter-
mine the likelihood of observing, by chance, clusters of contiguous
voxels that were significant at a specified individual voxel thresh-
old. With a per-voxel threshold of .005 (uncorrected p-value), clus-
ters larger than 21 significant voxels were observed in less than 5%
of the simulated runs, and we set the cluster-size threshold accord-
ingly to control for corrected p-value of .05.

The resulting statistical map is shown on an inflated 3D recon-
struction of the cortical surface from a single subject.

2.4.3. Inter-subject correlation
Inter-subject correlation (ISC; Hasson et al., 2004) was used to

identify areas showing reliable response time-courses across sub-
jects, i.e., areas that responded in a similar way across all subjects
who listened to the story (Fig. 3, orange). In computing ISC, the
time-course of activity recorded from one subject (or group of sub-
jects) is used to predict the time-course of activity from another
subject (or another group). Voxels with a high correlation between
subjects were presumed to be driven by the external stimulus. This
method has been previously used to detect time-locked selective

Fig. 3. Regions of interest (ROIs). Regions exhibiting significant correlation between subjects using ISC (orange; r > .21) and regions correlated with the sound power (red).
Dark lines indicate anatomically and functionally-based sub-divisions of the ROIs (see Methods). Numbers for each ROI correspond to Table 1. (A) Lateral view. Red, sound
power was correlated with activity bilaterally in a portion of the STG including Heschl’s Gyrus. Orange, activity was correlated across subjects in a large portion of the
temporal lobe bilaterally, as well as IFG and MFG. (B) Medial view. Activity was correlated across subjects in a portion of the parietal lobe (precuneus and cuneus) extending
into the lingual gyrus.
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response time courses within a large number of brain regions dur-
ing natural viewing conditions (e.g., a movie; Hasson et al., 2004).

Note that the ISC does not require any prior knowledge of the
expected brain signals in response to a story. Thus, the ISC provides
an unbiased method to detect all reliable response patterns across
subjects, independently of the linguistic predictors described
above. The ISC map was used to define regions of interest (ROIs)
which were later analyzed for syntactic and lexical effects (see
below).

ISC was computed with data from the 18-min portion of the
story which was not used in the subsequent linguistic analysis.
This ensured that the identification and subsequent analysis of
the ROIs were statistically independent. We divided the subjects
(arbitrarily) into two groups and averaged the data across subjects
in each group, creating two group averages. The 18-min time series
of fMRI responses from each group were then divided into 10
epochs, each lasting 1 min, 48 s. A series of correlations were then
carried out between groups. For every voxel, the time-course with-
in each epoch n from the first group was correlated with that of the
matching epoch n from the second group. The mean of these 10
correlations was then computed per voxel.

We selected a statistical threshold and controlled for multiple
comparisons by estimating the maximum r values that would be
observed if subjects were not exposed to the same stimulus. Spe-
cifically, we correlated each fMRI time-series epoch n from one
group with epoch n + 1 from the second group (and the last epoch
in one group with the first epoch in the other group). We identified
the minimum r value for which there was no spurious ISC with a
cluster-size of five functional voxels. The resulting statistical
threshold was r = .18 but we used a value of r = .21 to be conserva-
tive and to make it easier to delineate the boundaries between
some of the ROIs. In particular, for r = .18, the occipito-parietal ROIs
were not clearly separated from the right temporal lobe ROIs.

The ISC was also computed using a complementary procedure,
with comparable results (not shown). Correlations were computed,
separately for each voxel, between each pair of individual subjects,
and the resulting correlation coefficients were averaged across
pairs of subjects. Results matched those observed when averaging
first across subjects in each of the two groups, albeit with lower
correlation values because the individual subject data were noisier
than group data.

2.4.4. Anatomical & functionally defined ROIs
Before conducting the linguistic analysis, we sub-divided some

of the ROIs based on functional and anatomical criteria. Low-level
auditory ROIs were identified in each hemisphere as regions corre-
lating with sound-wave power, as described above (Table 1 and
Fig. 3). ISC identified a number of ROIs (Table 1 and Fig. 3) includ-
ing contiguous regions spanning large portions of the superior
temporal lobe bilaterally, crossing several anatomical boundaries.
These large superior temporal lobe regions were divided into three
sub-regions in each hemisphere, as follows. We defined an anterior
portion of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) consisting of all vox-
els exhibiting high ISC (thresholded as described above), anterior
to the (anterior-posterior) midpoint of the low-level auditory ROI
in each hemisphere, and also non-overlapping with the low-level
auditory ROI. Similarly, we defined a posterior portion of the STG
consisting of all voxels exhibiting high ISC, posterior to the mid-
point of the low-level auditory ROI in each hemisphere, and non-
overlapping with the low-level auditory ROI. Lastly, we defined
an angular gyrus ROI in the right hemisphere. We identified the
point on the superior edge of the middle temporal gyrus, individu-
ally for each subject, where it begins to curve upwards around the
superior temporal sulcus, and used the average coordinates of this
point across subjects to determine the mean location of the bound-
ary between the middle temporal gyrus and angular gyrus. Voxels

contiguous with the large temporal lobe region exhibiting high ISC,
but posterior and superior to this junction, were identified as a dis-
tinct angular gyrus ROI.

2.4.5. Analysis of syntactic and lexical effects
The effects of lexical access and syntactic computation were as-

sessed separately for each of the ROIs (Table 1 and Fig. 3). For each
subject, the time-courses of activity for all voxels within an ROI
were averaged and fit with a regression model containing the Nod-
eCnt, LexFreq, and Rate predictors (after orthogonalization, see
above). We applied the Fisher transformation to the resulting
regression coefficients, and then evaluated them using t-tests
across subjects. Results from the ROI analysis included a large
number of statistical comparisons across predictors and regions,
and we corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discov-
ery rate (FDR) (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Benjamini & Yekuti-
eli, 2001; Genovese, Lazar, & Nichols, 2002). FDR is a method for
controlling for the number of false positives amongst the number
of statistically significant observations, rather than controlling for
the number of false positives across all comparisons as is done
with the conservative Bonferroni correction. We report results
using an FDR threshold of q = .05.

Finally, in addition to the ROI analysis, we also sought to evalu-
ate whether converging results could be observed without relying
on pre-defined ROIs and to determine if the ROI analysis missed
any activation of importance. To this end, we performed a comple-
mentary analysis, assessing the correlation between our predictors
(after orthogonalization) and brain activity across the entire brain
volume. We fit a regression model containing all three predictors
to the data from each subject, and performed t-tests (i.e., subjects
were treated as a random effect), separately for each voxel, on the
resulting coefficients. We then identified regions where activity
was correlated with NodeCnt or LexFreq, correcting for multiple
comparisons following the same procedure as for the sound-wave
amplitude analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Comprehension questionnaire

Subjects showed a high degree of accuracy in their performance
on the multiple-choice comprehension questionnaire administered
after the story run (M = 86.4%, SD = 12.2%). This performance can
be better understood in comparison to nine control subjects who
were administered the questionnaire without having participated
in the story-listening experiment. Control participants performed
poorly on the questionnaire (M = 44.9%, SD = 11.9%), t(16) = !7.28,
p < .001). The high degree of accuracy from subjects who listened
to the story suggests that they paid attention to the story, despite
the absence of an explicit task.

3.2. Correlation to sound-wave amplitude

Two regions of activation were correlated with the power of the
auditory stimulus (Fig. 3, red), one in the left STG around the audi-
tory cortex, and one in a homologous region the right hemisphere
(Table 1). These regions encompass the reported location of pri-
mary auditory cortex as defined cytoarchitectonically (Rademach-
er et al., 2001). These results demonstrate that our method was
capable of identifying brain regions in which the activity correlated
with a signal (sound power) that contained high frequencies, de-
spite the relatively low sampling rate of fMRI and the temporal
sluggishness of the hemodynamic response. In fact, the sound
power and the linguistic predictors were all broadband, containing
low as well as high frequencies (as is the case, for example, with a
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Table 1
Location and size of regions of interest (ROIs), along with activity evoked by the two linguistic predictors: syntactic node count and lexical frequency. ROI numbers in parentheses, regions that do not appear on the cortical surface
projection in Fig. 3. BA, Broadmann’s area within which each ROI was found. Coordinates, Talairach coordinates of the centroid of each ROI. Size, # voxels (3 " 3 " 4 mm) included in each ROI. fMRI response (% change in image intensity),
mean regression coefficient (beta value) averaged across subjects. SEM, standard error of the mean. FDR, false discovery rate statistic. Grey boxes indicate regions where activity was significantly correlated with a predictor.
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white noise signal). The low frequency fMRI response time-courses
were reliably correlated with the low frequency components of the
sound power signal (Mukamel et al., 2005). This analysis also local-
ized low-level auditory ROIs which were used subsequently.

3.3. Inter-subject correlation

Inter-subject correlation (ISC) revealed a large network of brain
areas exhibiting reliable response time-courses across subjects.
These brain regions included an extensive region of the temporal
lobe bilaterally, focal regions in the IFG and middle frontal gyrus
(MFG), and portions of the precuneus and cuneus in the medial
parietal lobe and extending into the occipital lobe (Fig. 3, orange,
and Table 1). The large clusters of high ISC in the temporal lobe
were sub-divided into three ROIs in each hemisphere based on
anatomical and functional criteria (Fig. 3, dark black lines, see Sec-
tion 2 for details). Altogether, these procedures resulted in 32 sep-
arate ROIs which we examined with our linguistic predictors (Fig. 3
and Table 1). Regions of particular interest for the aims of this re-
search included bilateral aTL regions (Regions 6 and 21), bilateral
IFG regions (Regions 11 and 24), bilateral low-level auditory re-
gions (Regions 1 and 17), the segment of the STG immediately
anterior to low-level auditory regions bilaterally (Regions 2 and
18), the segments immediately posterior to low-level auditory re-
gions (Regions 3 and 9), the left supramarginal gyrus (region 4),
and the right angular gyrus (region 20).

3.4. Analysis of syntactic and lexical effects

Our results support the hypothesis that the left aTL plays a cen-
tral role in syntactic structure building. We assessed the neural
correlates of syntactic structure building (NodeCnt) and lexical ac-
cess (LexFreq) by analyzing the fMRI responses in each of the 32
ROIs, using multiple regression. NodeCnt was significantly corre-
lated with activity in the left aTL (Region 6) and was significantly
anti-correlated with activity in the right low-level auditory ROI
(Region 17). Moreover, the left aTL effect was highly specific in
the sense that left aTL was the only region out of our 32 ROIs that
showed significant positive correlation with NodeCnt. Given the
long tradition that has focused on the role of the IFG in syntactic
computation, we directly compared the syntactic structure build-
ing in IFG and aTL. We conducted a post hoc 2 " 2 ANOVA on the
regression coefficients for syntactic node count in the two regions
(aTL and IFG) and across hemispheres (Fig. 4). There was a signifi-
cant effect for hemisphere, such that the left hemisphere showed

higher correlation with NodeCnt than the right hemisphere,
F(1, 8) = 7.183, p < .05. Crucially, there was a greater effect for Nod-
eCnt in aTL than in IFG, F(1, 8) = 14.082, p < .01. There was no inter-
action (p > .8). This dissociation between aTL and IFG further
confirms that the positive effect of syntactic structure building
was specific to the aTL.

In contrast to the results for syntactic node count, lexical fre-
quency was correlated (Table 1) with activity in low-level auditory
ROIs bilaterally (Regions 1 and 17) as well as right superior frontal
gyrus (SFG: Regions 24 and 26), middle frontal gyrus (MFG: Region
25), left Precentral Gyrus (Region 9) and several regions clustering
in the medial parietal lobe spanning the precuneus, cuneus, supe-
rior parietal lobule, and extending into the lingual gyrus (Regions
12, 27 and 28).

These results were corroborated by a subsequent wholebrain
analysis in which a regression model containing all of our predic-
tors was fit to the recorded fMRI data, separately for each voxel,
throughout the brain (Fig. 5 and Table 2). Again, NodeCnt was cor-
related with a single cluster in the left aTL which overlapped with
the left aTL ROI (Region 6). LexFreq correlated with activity in four
regions: the MFG bilaterally and the Precuneus bilaterally, the lat-
ter regions showing overlap with the precuneus ROI (Region 27).

4. Discussion

In this study we employed a novel approach using fMRI to
examine the neural correlates of language processing with natural-
istic stimuli. We used this method to address a controversy about
the brain basis of basic syntactic computation by aiming to distin-
guish activity associated with word-by-word syntactic structure
building.

Syntactic structure building was strongly associated with activ-
ity in the left aTL, including portions of the STG and MTG. As re-
viewed above, previous research which has associated syntactic
processing with either the left IFG (Ben-Shachar et al., 2003;
Caplan et al., 2008; Dapretto & Bookheimer, 1999; Embick et al.,
2000; Grodzinsky, 2001; Just et al., 1996), or the left aTL (Dronkers
et al., 2004; Friederici et al., 2000; Humphries et al., 2006; Mazoyer
et al., 1993; Rogalsky & Hickok, 2008; Stowe et al., 1998) has been
difficult to reconcile, in part because of the variety of laboratory
tasks used which may tap into different aspects of syntactic pro-
cessing. Our study is the first to use naturalistic stimulation to ad-
dress this controversy and our results strongly support the aTL
localization for a specific syntactic computation: syntactic struc-
ture building (Friederici & von Cramon, 2001; Grodzinsky & Fried-
erici, 2006).

A difference between our findings and those of previous studies
that have linked syntax with the aTL is that we observed syntax-re-
lated activity only in the left aTL, while some previous studies have
reported bilateral activation. This apparent discrepancy might be
resolved by noting that studies that contrast sentences vs. words
in the auditory domain are confounded by intonational differences
between sentences and word lists (Humphries, Love, Swinney, &
Hickok, 2005). When intonation has been varied independently
of sentence structure (Humphries et al., 2005), a region in the left
anterior temporal lobe (specifically, parts of the superior temporal
sulcus and the MTG) was identified that responded to sentential
structure independent of any intonational differences. Our findings
are thus consistent with this left-lateral effect for sentential
structure.

We also observed an anti-correlation between syntactic node
count and activity in the right STG in the ROI analysis, in a region
that included primary auditory cortex. This effect is difficult to
interpret as our syntax-related hypotheses did not pertain to this
region, though we might speculate that the effect in the auditory

Fig. 4. The estimated responses evoked by syntactic structure building (NodeCnt)
in the aTL (grey bars) and IFG (white bars) across hemispheres. The correlation
between NodeCnt and activity in the aTL was significantly greater than that in the
IFG; the effect was also significantly greater in the left hemisphere than in the right
(see text for details). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
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cortex may be related to the relative ease of syntactic computation
at the ends of sentences, where a rich prior context has heavily
constrained the possible syntactic completions (cf. Hale, 2006;
Levy, 2008). Such a hypothesis is consistent with the observation
that that strong syntactic predictions can lead to reduced activa-
tion in visual cortex during reading (Dikker, Rabagliati, & Pylkkä-
nen, 2009, 2010).

In contrast to the left aTL, we did not find evidence for syntac-
tic structure building in the left IFG (Broca’s area). Both areas
exhibited high ISC consistent with decades of research demon-
strating that both areas play a role in linguistic processing. But
only the left aTL, not the left IFG, exhibited both high ISC and a
statistically significant correlation with NodeCnt. We interpret
this dissociation between left IFG and left aTL in the context of

Table 2
Location (Brodmann’s area as well as Talairach coordinates) and spatial extent (#
voxels, 3 " 3 " 4 mm) for regions in which activity correlated significantly with
NodeCnt and LexFreq (p < .05, corrected for multiple comparisons, see Section 2). BA,
Brodmann’s Area.

Region BA Coordinates Size

x y z

NodeCnt
Left anterior superior temporal gyrus 38 !45 19 !22 28

LexFreq
Left middle frontal gyrus 6 32 12 57 35
Left precuneus 7, 19 1 !80 45 67
Right precuneus 7, 19 !21 !79 42 47
Right middle frontal gyrus 8, 9 !47 22 38 21

Fig. 5. Regions where activity correlated with (A) Syntactic node count, or (B) Lexical frequency. Activation is shown on the brain of a single representative subject
thresholded at p < .05 (corrected for multiple comparisons). Node count correlated with activity in the left aTL. Lexical frequency correlated with activity in the left and right
MFG and the precuneus bilaterally. Correction for multiple comparisons followed the same procedure used in the sound-wave power analysis in the main text (see Section 2).
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a theoretical distinction between memory-related syntactic
operations, such as the computations involved in resolving long-
distance dependencies between words in a linguistic representa-
tion, and a structure building computation that combines words
into phrases. The latter is hypothesized to be computed in ante-
rior temporal regions, while the former involves left IFG activa-
tion (Grodzinsky & Friederici, 2006). Our results conform to this
type of model.

Syntactic structure building may correlate with other compu-
tations that are involved in sentence-level interpretation. In par-
ticular, syntactic composition is tightly intertwined with the
operations that build the meaning of a sentence. In this study
we did not attempt to disentangle syntactic composition from
semantic composition and, in fact, dissociating the two would
be extremely difficult using this type of a story-listening protocol
or any other protocol with complex, naturalistic speech. However,
several recent studies which have manipulated semantic compo-
sition independently of syntactic composition have not found ef-
fects of semantics in the aTL but rather in ventro-medial pre-
frontal cortex (Brennan & Pylkkänen, 2008; Pylkkänen, Martin,
McElree, & Smart, 2008; Pylkkänen & McElree, 2007). These re-
sults reinforce the likelihood that our aTL effect does, in fact, re-
flect the syntactic as opposed to the semantic aspects of sentence
comprehension.

In contrast to the focal aTL effects of our syntactic predictor, our
lexical predictor, lexical frequency, was associated with a larger
number of regions. Some of these regions, particularly the precu-
neus and the medial frontal gyrus, have been identified in previous
auditory and visual studies as being sensitive to this factor (Kuo
et al., 2003; Prabhakaran et al., 2006). The ROI analysis also showed
an effect in the STG surrounding the auditory cortex bilaterally,
consistent with models where this region is involved in the early
stages of lexical processing, mapping acoustic to phonological rep-
resentations (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007). We also observed several
additional regions where activity correlated with lexical frequency,
including the left precentral gyrus, the left superior parietal lobule,
and the right superior frontal gyrus. Regardless, the lexical fre-
quency results serve as a control, demonstrating that activity in
the aTL is not correlated with any linguistic predictor time-locked
to the story.

We observed only positive correlations between lexical fre-
quency and brain activity. While some studies have reported both
positive and negative correlations between brain activity and lex-
ical frequency (Kuo et al., 2003; Prabhakaran et al., 2006), others
have only reported activity that is negatively correlated with lexi-
cal frequency (Carreiras et al., 2006; Fiebach et al., 2002; Fiez et al.,
1999). The absence of regions showing anti-correlations between
brain activity and lexical frequency may be unexpected in light
of the fact that high lexical frequency is thought to facilitate lexical
access. However, facilitated lexical access is not straightforwardly
associated with decreased brain activity. Specifically, lexical fre-
quency does not lead to a reduction in neuromagnetic measure-
ments of neural activity. Rather, some studies have reported that
lexical frequency shifts the latency of activity in the left superior
temporal lobe (Embick, Hackl, Schaeffer, Kelepir, & Marantz,
2001; Pylkkänen & Marantz, 2003), while others find more activity
in the left STG for higher frequency words (Solomyak & Marantz,
2009). Furthermore, our study is the first to examine brain activity
associated with lexical frequency in a spoken narrative context.
Sentential and narrative contexts are known to influence the ease
of lexical access (Gurjanov, Lukatela, Moskovljevic, Savic, & Turvey,
1985), along with a variety of further lexical properties such as
concreteness and animacy (e.g., Binder, Westbury, McKiernan, Pos-
sing, & Medler, 2005; Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). Further exper-
imentation is necessary to understand the interaction between
these factors.

5. Conclusion

In summary, we examined the neural basis of natural syntactic
and lexical processing with a novel approach which correlates the
time course of brain activity with the changing linguistic proper-
ties of a naturalistic speech stimulus (a story). This method al-
lowed us to examine the neural basis of sentence processing
while minimizing the potential effects of artificial task demands.
Our primary finding is that a measure of syntactic structure build-
ing is correlated with activity in the left anterior temporal lobe,
supporting the view that the left anterior temporal cortex contrib-
utes to the processing of syntactic composition. Our results suggest
that the naturalistic story-listening method may provide a valuable
tool for exploring language processing in a variety of subject pop-
ulations, including those for which standard experimental tasks
are inappropriate.
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